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Abstract: Search engine optimization (SEO) refers to optimizing individual websites and web pages to achieve higher page ranks in search results. Websites are usually optimized for backlinks, but individual web pages are optimized for specific keywords. This paper proposes a framework based on a set of guidelines for keyword analysis and backlink generation. The proposed framework suggests that web page content should be keyword-based and site traffic should be monitored by referrals. Achieve better search results if your website content and title contain important and relevant keywords and have the right amount of backlinks to help monitor your website traffic You can rank your website to for The framework also emphasizes hat developers and designers should consider proper keyword selection and link building when working on software development projects.
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INTRODUCTION

In the modern era, information technology has facilitated transmission of multi-facet information across the world. Internet community has emerged as a broad society comprising billions of users who use Internet as a communication tool on daily basis. Internet has transformed into a business network where a huge number of traditional business transactions are performed online. A large number of people, known as e-community, use Internet for marketing and business purposes. There are millions of sites on the web and we heavily rely on the search engines for locating specific information and the targeted webpages. The discipline of Search engine optimization (SEO) started in the mid-1990s. Initially, SEO tactics were restricted to tagging the keywords and meta-keywords. The field of SEO started getting matured after 2003 when the strategies of anchoring text and interlinking pages of websites were introduced. Later in 2011, vertical search inclusion was introduced. SEO is analogous to software that gets user queries and returns the required information to the user. SEO is used as a tool to attain higher search rank during online searches for the targeted websites. According to comScore survey, the biggest Internet community is in Turkey where 80% of the population use Internet for marketing and business. In short, SEO mechanism is required to route the Internet search queries to the specialized websites having exclusive content. Hence, search engines play a critical role on steering users to the pertinent websites since 93% of Internet traffic is managed by search engines. SEO is meant for those organizations and companies which want to stay competitive on the web. Millions of websites compete for placement in the search engines, therefore, only the websites improved and structured through SEO tactics receive increased visibility on the web.

1. PURPOSE

In this modern era, we can find for anything anytime, anywhere on the internet. Most people will find it on Google. When we look for something, we will go to Google search engines. Google has more than 35 trillion Web Pages on the internet and if we have a website how can people notice your website that is buried with other 35 trillion websites? The question is how to make our website can be in the top position of search results

EXISTING SYSTEM

If we want to find something on Google, we only need to enter the keywords that we want to search for, then Google will arrange our search results according to the most appropriate keywords from the top. All the website owners want their website to appear on the first page of the google search engine. Because if our website appears on the first page of the search engine then there is a high possibility that our website will be read by many people. There are many reasons and advantages if a website is on the search engine page. They don’t have any idea that how to plan for perfect SEO for their website, User uses any amount for it and wait for the results, which is wrong.

OBJECTIVE OF SYSTEM

1. Provide a Easy to use system for user to make a quick decision on SEO of website
2. Machine learning Algorithm NLP (Natural Language Processing) ,SVM (support Vector Machine) for improving the
accuracy.

3. Search engine optimization technique improvement for user

4. Allow user to rank its website on Top

LITERATURE SURVEY:

“New Technique to Rank Without Off Page Search Engine Optimization” a paper of Asad Nadeem. A paper state that Over the years search engines have become more efficient in delivering relevant pin pointed results. For digital marketers that means more hard work because the actual metrics used to measure the content relevancy and quality are not yet disclosed by the search engines. The paper discusses a new technique named All in Title Query Result Analysis for identifying keywords with low competition. The posts written for such keywords would rank without any off-page search engine optimization. The research spans to almost 36 months of data taken from Google Analytics. The results show the supremacy of the new technique that can help new digital marketers or startups to launch digital platforms with reduction in the off-Site search engine optimization cost.

“Exploring the Effectiveness of Search Engine Optimization Tactics for Dynamic Websites in Sri Lanka” a paper of Ushadi Niranjika. A paper present the Visibility of a business, both in online and offline is important to grow businesses. In this modernizing digital era, businesses need to understand the significance of web presence in search engines through Search Engine Optimization (SEO) strategies where it can make better ROI compared to traditional marketing. Therefore, than the international methodical SEO strategies, locally tactics have to optimize singly. The purpose of this study is to explore SEO tactics for dynamic websites in Sri Lankan context & evaluating its effectiveness over international SEO practices in terms of Google.lk. Further, as the methodology survey questionnaire was distributed to 20 SEO experts & 100 internet users who supported to gather the experimental data for www.officestationery.lk website. The research proceeded with simple random sampling technique and SPSS software used to analyze the data. Based on the SEO checklist it was implemented over the experimental website and proved that content optimization from on-page factors and backlinks from off-page factors are the underlying factors to rank in Google.lk. This also revealed that there is no sense of keep relying on outdated SEO tactics as Meta tags or deep technical factors to rank in search engines.

“Search Engine Optimization Using Unsupervised Learning” is a paper of Asad Nadeem. It state that Nowadays, web has emerged as the most demanding tool for retrieving information over a large repository. As the amount of information on the world wide web grows, it becomes increasingly difficult to accurately find what we want. The existing search engines mostly display the content based on many factors and not just the quality of the content. These include sponsored links, advertisements, paid appreciation, etc. Our project aims at developing a tool to rank the search results solely on the basis of the content, and not by keeping in consideration that which article would the user be most likely to click. Hence there will be no problem of Clickbait. Therefore, the aim is to create a tool that could scan the web on a specific topic and create a synthesis of the content found. We do this by gathering search results from various search engines using a web crawler and processing the results obtained from them by using our custom made ranking algorithm which clusters the results and ranks them on the basis of the content quality. After crawling through the web and retrieving the information, we will be using ‘term frequency – inverse document frequency’ as our weighting algorithm, followed by ‘singular value decomposition’, for decomposition of the weighted matrix. Lastly, we will be using ‘spherical K-means’ and custom ranking algorithm to display rich content. In order to give more efficient results, our project presents a new algorithm to rank web pages in accordance to the relevance of the user’s query.

Sales forecasting is an important aspect of different companies engaged in retailing, logistics, manufacturing, marketing and wholesaling. It allows companies to efficiently allocate resources, to estimate achievable sales revenue and to plan a better strategy for future growth of the company. In this paper, prediction of sales of a product from a particular outlet is performed via a two-level approach that produces better predictive performance compared to any of the popular single model predictive learning algorithms. The approach is performed on Big Mart Sales data of the year 2013. Data exploration, data transformation and feature engineering play a vital role in predicting accurate results. The result demonstrated that the two-level statistical approach performed better than a single model approach as the former provided more information that leads to better prediction.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

- We will inform SEO techniques such as onsite optimization and offsite optimization along with the effects of the two techniques which also allows your website to be on the top search of results. Finally, we also discussed the benefits of the website being to be the top in search engine

- The dataset for framework and prepared the framework and make model for dissecting the prerequisite of client.

- Then we are taking the prerequisites of client to investigation the client financial plan and timetable, will do the Prerequisite extraction and coordinating it with the dataset prepared model.

- Framework will then, at that point, give a shrewd Web optimization plan to client in a graphical manner where client will come by the consequence of it site soon.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

![System Architecture Diagram](image)

**Fig -1:** System Architecture Diagram

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS (Modules)

1. **Register and Login:** Here we are allowing user to register first to our system which will be a security protocol used by us.
2. **Dataset Creation and Trained:** This module is based on machine learning where we create the dataset for system and trained the system and create model for analyzing the requirement of user.
3. **Requirements Selection:** Here we are taking the requirements of user to analysis the user budget and timeline
4. **Processing:** Here we will do the Requirement extraction and matching it with the dataset trained model.

ADVANTAGES

1. To keep improving in accuracy and efficiency. This lets them make better decisions.
2. As the amount of data you have keeps growing, your algorithms learn to make more accurate predictions faster.

APPLICATION

- **Personal:** Our system will be use by person who need to have his business on top of google web pages, Which will help him to get more client and increase it revenue.
- **Organization:** Digital marketing organization can use our system for managing their clients and to generate leads for them.
- **Company:** Our system can use by single company which will generate leads for them and increase there revenue, and also flash there company website on the top of existing business.

ALGORITHM/TECHNOLOGY

- **NLP**

  Natural language processing (NLP) refers to the branch of computer science—and more specifically, the branch of artificial intelligence or AI—concerned with giving computers the ability to understand text and spoken words in much the same way human beings can. NLP combines computational linguistics—rule-based modeling of human language—with statistical, machine learning, and deep learning models. Together, these technologies enable computers to process human language in the form of text or voice data and to ‘understand’ its full meaning, complete with the speaker or writer’s intent and sentiment

- **SVM**

  Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised machine learning algorithm used for both classification and regression. Though we say regression problems as well its best suited for classification. The objective of SVM algorithm is to find a hyperplane in an N-dimensional space that distinctly classifies the data points.
• MATPLOT

Matplotlib is a plotting library for the Python programming language and its numerical mathematics extension NumPy. It provides an object-oriented API for embedding plots into applications using general-purpose GUI toolkits like Tkinter, wxPython, Qt, or GTK.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

• Software Used:
  1. Python 4.4 or above
  2. Anaconda 2
  3. Windows 8 or above
  4. Pycharm

• Hardware Used:
  1. CPU: i3 or above
  2. RAM: 4GB or above
  3. Hard Disk: 80 GB or above

CONCLUSION

After doing research through qualitative methods by taking a few quotes from journals and international conferences about the effects of Search Engine Optimization (SEO). The conclusion is that there are many techniques that can be done to do SEO and the most important techniques are On-site Optimization techniques such as making headlines accurately, and Off-site optimization techniques such as backlinking. After implementing SEO, the effect that we will get such as increasing traffic on the website and make the website more popular. Hence, we are overcoming the drawback of exiting system and provide better solution in low cost.
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